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The Mike Abadir Show
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Tune in
Thursday at 11 AM Pacific Time on
VoiceAmerica Sports Channel

November 01st 2018:Breeder's Cup Preview w Schrupp,
Shapiro, Milkowski, Parlay Queen

LISTEN LIVE

In this week's edition, Mike and Gino will be talking Breeder's
Cup w: * Todd Schrupp, TVG * Scott Shapiro, TwinSpires *
Craig Milkowski, TimeformUS * Monique "Parlay Queen" Vag,
America's Best Racing & Covers.com To join this must listen
episode for all racing fans, call or Tweet us: 1-888-346-9144
@mikeabadir @ItsMeGinoB Make sure to join us for fantasy
sleepers, game selections, and Breeder's Cup picks on this
week’s radio show!
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Featured Guests
Craig Milkowski
CRAIG MILKOWSKI, the head of making speed figures for Timeform US, which
provides data on not only the U.S. race horses, but also for the European invaders. He
is also an occasional DRF contributor.
Read more

Monique 'The Parlay Queen' Vag
MONIQUE VAG, aka THE PARLAY QUEEN, is a respected sports and horse racing
handicapper! Her work can be found on major industry platforms, including
Covers.com and America's Best Racing. The Parlay Queen has a strong social media
presence, with insightful in-game commentary, sharp selections, and sharing of
videos. She can often be heard providing her picks on various popular radio shows,
including The Mike Abadir Show, where she is a regular show contributor during the
NFL season!
Read more

Scott Shapiro
Scott Shapiro, a good friend of The Mike Abadir Show, is a horse racing analyst for
some of the giants in the racing industry including Brisnet and Twin Spires, along with
Bet America, where he is a featured writer. He's an avid fan of all things relating to the
Wisconsin Badgers, but is also well-versed in all the major pro sports. Can you "Out
Cap Da Shap?" Listen to the show and follow Scott on Twitter to find out!
@ScottShap34
Read more

Todd Schrupp
Todd Schrupp, one of the longest tenured on-air talents on TVG, has been a TV Host for
over 18 years. He has covered Group 1 horse races from all over the world, and as TVG
has grown to become America’s most watched horse racing network, his work has
also been simulcast live on Fox Sports. He fell in love with the races after going to Del
Mar with his father as a child. His career in racing started at Canterbury Downs (now
Canterbury Park) as their in-house analyst. In 1991, he made his way to Miami to work
as the in-house handicapper and backup track announcer at Calder Race Course. In
1999, he moved to Los Angeles for his breakthrough opportunity in television at TVG.
Since then, he’
Read more
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